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Background and Aim

▪ Patterns of mean eGFR change at one and two years [n=682]

Definitions of progression of CKD based on changes in eGFR reflect perceptions
of what reliably constitutes significant change. Many definitions are in current
use, with significant variability.

eGFR fluctuations occurred in individuals in several different patterns.
Figure 4 outlines the most common patterns from the perspective of
stable, improved and declined renal function over time.

This study was conducted to compare different definitions of progression in a
population of CKD patients.

The predominant patterns over the two consecutive years were:
declined-declined for 29% of patients, then declined-improved [24%],
improved-declined [23%], and improved-improved [10%].

Methods
Figure 4. declined

CKD.QLD1 is a program for surveillance, practice improvement and research of
patients with chronic kidney disease that embraces the renal practice network in
the adult public health system in Queensland, Australia. Patient enrolment, by
informed consent, commenced in May 2011.
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Patients consented within the Kidney Health Service of the Metro North Hospital
and Health Service were analysed at date of consent, and annually thereafter, by
definitions of progression, until initiation of renal replacement therapy,
discharge/transfer, death, or the censor date of 31st July 2015.
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Six definitions of progression were evaluated:
 Definition 1: loss of eGFR of >2ml/min/1.73m2/year
 Definition 2: loss of eGFR >5ml/min/1.73m2 /year
 Definition 3: change of CKD stage
 Definition 4: >20% eGFR reduction
 Definition 5: combination of CKD stage change and >25% eGFR reduction
[KDIGO definition]2
 Definition 6: start of renal replacement therapy [RRT]

▪ Progression at 1 & 2 years by different definitions
The highest proportion of people progressed with use of definition 1
and the lowest proportion progressed with definition 6.
More numbers of patients were defined as “progressed” at 2 years,
compared to 1 year, irrespective of the definition used, as per Figure 5.

Results
Of 1,265 patients consented, 905 patients met criteria for review at one year, and
of these, 682 at 2 years.
▪ Patient demographics [all n =1,265] by stage, primary diagnosis
and age at consent are shown in figures 1, 2 and 3.

▪ Patterns of CKD progression
Different patterns of progression over a two year analysis period were
recognized, indicating that not all patients progress in the same way, as
summarised in Figure 6. Of note, by the KDIGO definition [def 5], 80%
of patients with 2 year data had not progressed.

GRD=Genetic renal disease
DN=Diabetic nephropathy
GN=Glomerulonephritis
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Conclusions
▪ The consistency and credibility in these findings supports the likely reliability and suitability of these expressions of progression.
Simple algorithms can convert any creatinine based measure into all such expressions.
▪ The choice of measures for evaluations and comparisons should be context specific.
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